
Ad Network



WHO ARE WE?
We are a programmatic demand partner for Video, Native and Display, we provide a tech solutions to serve 
Video Ads, Native Ads besides the Display banners including Rich Media, also we will take care of all the hosting 
and streaming expenses. We look after mainly MENA(mainly GCC) for Display, Video and Native on both 
desktop & mobile.
 



Our rates are good on all ad types and the fill is high. When it comes to display, our rates are higher than 
Adsense & some other ad networks. Moreover, and as you well know that rates are built on several 
factors like language, performance, website content and demand. The best practice we usually set the 
website on all kinds of bids for 3-4 weeks as this will help us to study the spend to reach the best formally 
of having a high fill with a decent rate.
 
In Telly Ad Network we make sure to monetize your impressions at the highest rates. It is a one-time setup 
and it will help you to maximize your revenue, in this way we will be monetizing your impressions on 
premium deals with regional and local advertisers & on Google Ad Exchange which is known to make 
more revenue than AdSense.



INTEGRATION PROCESS
It's a one-time implementation! We offer the following ad units to create an extra inventory and new revenue 
stream once our tags are exchanged and implemented:
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Your app or website asks Telly Ad Network for an ad to display.

Our platform sends a bid request to all networks (CPI, CPC, CPM) on the market. Machine learning 
algorithms select the highest bid.

Your app or website display the ad generating most revenue.
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Out stream by using Floating & In-read Video ad units.
These ad units will create an extra inventory & revenue stream (estimated to create 20% to 30% of 
the total inventory of your website). 



In-stream by using Pre-roll Video ad units for the uploaded videos. This ad unit is estimated to create 
100% of the whole video views inventory you have.

In-stream by using Pre-roll Video ad units for Live Streaming channel (Number of ads will be 
controlled from your end).
Standard Display banners.



Native Ads. This ad unit will automatically take the shape of your articles and will disappear from 
the website once the campaign is over.



FEATURES
YIELD OPTIMIZATION
We maximize publisher's revenue through advanced yield optimization 
technologies, analytical management tools, and granular reporting services. Our 
team of monetization experts together with our programmatic optimization engine 
enable you to reach optimal revenue results from all your website's placements. The 
system begins by evaluating your best performing revenue sources and your optimal 
eCPMʼs daily. By introducing Real-Time Bidding (RTB) auction to our publisherʼs 
inventory, the system evaluates the attributes of each impression to determine its 
precise value thus optimizing yield and maximizing revenue.

HUGE ADVERTISING POOL
We provide you easy access to the high quality display, Video, Mobile, Native & 
In-Image advertisements by connecting you with all the major DSPʼs, buyernetworks 
and our direct advertisers. We have deals with almost all the major ad exchanges 
and manage strong relationship with hundreds of relevant companies around the 
world, which includes SSPs, Agency Trading Desks, Ad Networks, horizontal 
Networks, Vertical Networks, Performance Networks etc. We manage all the 

operational overhead for you so that you donʼt have to.



AUDIENCE TARGETING

BRAND SAFE ADVERTISERS 

GREATER CONTROL

Our targeting options enable brands to precisely reach their desired audience on 
your site, which in turn gives you more revenue and a better experience for your 
users. Our in-house algorithm matches the most relevant advertisers to the right users 
on your website based on the content, demographics, geography, and other 
parameters. We try to serve the best relevant ad for your users based on their online 
behavior and this results in great campaign performance for our buyers and 
vertically increases your inventory payouts.

Although our in-house systems and 3rd party verification partners are constantly 
scanning creatives for bad players, we also have a quality team in place who 
constantly inspect creatives for malware and other content or behavior that would 
adversely affect your brand. To help publishers give their users the best experience, 
our human auditing team scans and categorizes creatives for sensitive content and 
blocks them real-time. Because we value your brand safety, we take no ad for 

granted.

With TellyX, we give you the total control of your ad serving choice. You will know 
who is exactly buying your inventory starting from DSP, Buyer, and advertiser level. 
Although we try to give you the best advertisers that suits your brand, we also give 
you the option to block any advertiser or brand from appearing on your website. 
Your account manager will help you to stop the kind of advertisements you are 
unwilling to run on your websites and will block the same from our end so that they 
donʼt show up in future.



AD PLACEMENT & CONTENT SUGGESTIONS

SEAMLESS INTEGRATION

We release a quarterly performance report for all the publishers within the system 
with content and fold placement recommendations. It gives you the understanding of 
which placement on your website and what type of content gained traction within 
buyers during last quarter. Our account managers also get in touch with all 
publishers helping them understand the report and explain what content type they 
should be more focused on along with the optimum positioning of placements for 
better viewability and higher eCPMʼs.

Gone are the days when your operations team had to deal with separate tags from 
separate networks/exchanges for separate media types. With TAN, just a single 
code could enable Display, Mobile, Video, Native and In-image ads. Your choice of 
MediaType needs to be enabled for each placement and within minutes you are up 

and running with our TellyX technology.



FEATURES AND BENEFITS OF OUR
VIDEO TECHNOLOGY

Will be muted unless the viewer hovers over it or unmute it which means that they are interested to see it.

Will disappear automatically after the ad is served, so it is the best when it comes to user-friendly & user 
experience formats

Can be closed anytime by the user as it contains a closing button

We do calculate and pay you for the non-completed views as well and not same like some other demand 
partners and video tech solutions where they pay you ONLY for the completed views (CPCV – cost per 
completed view) and that's why they offer the publishers a high CPM but the end up paying less than us by 
50%. 



PROHIBITED ADS

PRICING MODEL

PAYMENT

By default, we exclude Pornography, Alcohol ads content 
and can exclude more content as per your request when/if 
needed.

The revenue is calculated according to the CPM

We pay on net 60 days. 




